ABSTRACT This paper presents a real-time detection and recognition approach to identify actions of interest involved in the smart TV application from continuous action streams via simultaneous utilization of a depth camera and a wearable inertial sensor. Continuous action streams mean when actions of interest are performed continuously and randomly among arbitrary actions of non-interest. The developed approach consists of a detection part and a recognition part. In the detection part, two support vector data descriptor classifiers corresponding to the two sensing modalities are used to separate actions of interest from actions of non-interest in continuous action streams. The actions detected as actions of interest by both of the sensing modalities are then passed to the recognition part. In this part, actions of interest are classified by fusing the decisions from two collaborative representation classifiers, one classifier using skeleton joint positions and the other classifier using inertial signals. The developed approach is applied to the hand gestures in the smart TV application. The experimental results obtained indicate the effectiveness of the developed approach to detect and recognize smart TV gestures in continuous action streams.
I. INTRODUCTION
Human action recognition is finding its way into many consumer electronics products for gaming, video surveillance, content-based video retrieval, health monitoring, and assistive living. Information from various sensing modalities, such as RGB cameras, depth cameras, and wearable inertial sensors, have been used in the literature to recognize human actions. Many approaches utilizing information from image sequences captured by conventional RGB cameras have been proposed for action or gesture recognition, e.g.
[1]- [3] . As noted in [4] , the major limitations associated with using RGB cameras lies in the high computational demand when processing RGB images and in the challenges associated with obtaining 3D data. With the introduction of lowcost depth cameras, extensive research has been carried out using depth images and skeleton joint positions obtained from these cameras, e.g. [5] - [8] . Information from inertial signals acquired from wearable inertial sensors have also been widely used for action or gesture recognition, e.g. [9] , [10] .
It is important to note that in most existing works, action recognition is performed when actions of interest appear as segmented or isolated actions. That is to say, during the testing or operation phase, actions of interest are considered to be segmented from an activity sequence, or the start and end of the actions are considered known. A more realistic scenario constitutes performing action or gesture recognition from a continuous stream of activities where the actions or gestures of interest appear continuously and randomly among arbitrary actions of non-interest. It is a more challenging task to detect and recognize actions or gestures of interest from such continuous streams of activities. In [11] , detection of actions from a continuous dataset was discussed, however, the dataset used only consisted of actions of interest with no randomly occurring actions of non-interest, and a person standing still was considered to be the only action of noninterest. In [12] and [13] , the detection and localization of actions from continuous image frames or video clips were carried out in an offline manner. Due to the high computational demand of processing RGB images, the real-time or on-the-fly operation of such approaches requires the use of dedicated image processing hardware. Here, no dedicated image processing hardware is utilized. Here, it is worth mentioning that recently there has been a considerable amount of increase in the use of convolutional neural networks (CNN) for action or gesture recognition, e.g. [14] - [16] . However, these approaches have not addressed the real-time aspect which is the thrust of this work.
This work presents a real-time approach to detect and recognize actions or gestures of interest occurring in continuous action streams using both depth and inertial information. Continuous action streams constitute actions of interest occurring continuously and in a random order among arbitrary actions of non-interest. Skeleton joint positions from depth images obtained from a depth camera and inertial signals obtained from a wearable inertial sensor are used simultaneously to first separate actions of interest from actions of non-interest in continuous action streams and then to classify the detected actions of interest. Hence, the process of both detection and recognition are addressed at the same time in this approach in an online or real-time manner. To reduce the false detection of actions of non-interest, only the actions or gestures of interest which are detected by both skeleton joint positions and inertial signals are passed onto the recognition part. Recognition is performed by fusing the decision outcomes of two classifiers, one classifier using skeleton joint positions and the other using inertial signals. The simultaneous utilization of skeleton joint positions and inertial signals has allowed robust action or gesture recognition to be achieved in a computationally efficient or real-time manner.
In our previous work in [17] , a detection and recognition approach was developed where the detection was done using only skeleton joint positions and inertial signals were used to verify the recognition outcome based on skeleton joint positions. In this paper, detection and recognition are done in parallel for both skeleton joint positions and inertial signals. Furthermore, a different detection classifier is used here as compared to [17] . In our previous work in [18] , only depth images were used to devise a detection and recognition approach.
The detection and recognition approach developed in this paper is designed for subject-specific scenarios, meaning that the action recognition system is trained for a specific subject and then tested on the same subject while the subject carries out a continuous stream of activities. For commercial products, the subject-specific setting considered here constitutes a more realistic setting noting that there is a large intra-class variation of the same actions when they are performed by different subjects as part of arbitrary continuous streams of activities.
The depth camera used in this work is a Kinect v2, which captures depth images with a resolution of 512×424 pixels at a rate of approximately 30 frames per second. Its publicly available software package Kinect SDK [19] is capable of tracking the 3D spatial positions of 25 skeleton joints from the depth images generated by this camera.
The wearable inertial sensor that is used in this work is a small wireless body sensor discussed in [20] . The sensor generates 3-axis acceleration and 3-axis angular velocity at a sampling rate of 200Hz. These signals are wirelessly transmitted to a laptop via a Bluetooth link. The statistical features obtained from these signals are used for the detection of actions of interest from continuous action streams. It is worth pointing out that many other commercially available wearable inertial sensors can be used here in place of this inertial sensor to provide the same inertial signals.
The fusion of the outcomes of the two sensing modalities is conducted in both the detection and the recognition parts. In the detection part, the actions which are labeled as actions of interest by only one of the two sensing modalities are rejected. Only the actions of interest which are detected by both of the sensing modalities are labeled as actions of interest. A fusion in the recognition part is done by fusing the decisions made by two collaborative representation classifiers (CRC), one classifier operating on skeleton joint positions and the other classifier operating on inertial signals.
The major contributions of this work include: (i) real-time detection and recognition of actions or gestures of interest in realistic continuous action streams when actions or gestures of interest occur randomly and continuously among arbitrary actions of non-interest, and (ii) fusion of information from two differing sensing modalities of depth camera and inertial sensor to enable a more robust smart TV gesture detection and recognition compared to using a single sensing modality.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. A description of the continuous dataset collected to analyze the developed approach is provided in Section II. In Section III, the details of the developed detection and recognition approach using the two differing sensing modalities are discussed. The experimental results and their discussions are then reported in Section IV. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section V.
II. CONTINUOUS DATASET
The aim of this work is to detect and recognize actions or gestures of interest associated with the smart TV application from continuous action streams using both skeleton joint positions and inertial signals. The datasets TVSeries [21] and Hollywood-2 [22] that appear in the literature provide continuous action streams from a video camera without any depth and inertial information. Hence, in order to study the performance of our approach, we have put together a dataset by simultaneously collecting continuous action streams from a depth camera and a wearable inertial sensor.
The wrist actions or gestures involved in the smart TV application were considered to put together this dataset. These wrist actions or gestures include: 'Waving a Hand', 'Flip to Left', 'Flip to Right', 'Counterclockwise Rotation' and 'Clockwise Rotation'. Subjects were asked to wear the wearable inertial sensor on their right wrist while standing in front of the depth camera to perform these actions or gestures. The synchronization of the data from the depth camera and the inertial sensor was done based on the time stamp scheme described in [23] . Fig. 1 illustrates the experimental setup for the collection of the continuous dataset.
The dataset was collected in a subject-specific manner, that is training and testing were carried out for the same subject. For training, a subject was asked to perform actions of interest one action at a time and the data were captured from the depth camera and the wearable inertial sensor simultaneously. The training data involved 10 repetitions of each of the 5 actions of interest by a subject. For testing, the same subject was asked to perform the actions of interest among arbitrary actions of non-interest in a continuous and random order. A total of 5 such continuous action streams from a subject were considered to report the testing results. The data collection was repeated for 12 different subjects: 9 males and 3 females. No prior instructions were given to the subjects regarding the actions of non-interest and they had the complete freedom to choose their own actions of non-interest while staying in the field of view of the depth camera. Some actions of non-interest performed by the subjects included drinking water, reading a book, pointing at some object, writing on the board, etc. A typical duration of the collected continuous action streams is about 92s with the actions of interest occupying a total duration of about 16s out of 92s. Sample depth image frames with the background subtracted for an action or gesture of interest and some actions of noninterest are shown in Fig. 2 . This dataset is made available for public use and can be downloaded from this link: http://www.utdallas.edu/∼kehtar/UTD-CAD-Specific.htm.
III. DEVELOPED DETECTION AND RECOGNITION APPROACH
The developed detection and recognition approach is based on the fusion of information from skeleton joint positions and inertial signals. The process begins by performing segmentation and detection based on skeleton joint positions and inertial signals separately. Only the actions of interest detected by both of the sensing modalities are considered for recognition. Action recognition is achieved by fusing the decisions of two CRC classifiers, one classifier using skeleton joint positions and the other using inertial signals. Hence, the processing pipeline can be considered to comprise the following main modules or components: segmentation and detection, and classification. Segmentation of actions using skeleton joint positions is carried out by using the so-called potential difference of the skeleton feature vectors [24] . The technique of support vector data description (SVDD) [25] is used to label the segmented actions as either actions of interest or actions of non-interest. In parallel or simultaneously, segmentation based on the inertial signals is carried out by using the acceleration difference signal. Detection of actions of interest from the segmented actions is carried out using SVDD.
The classification or recognition of detected actions of interest is performed using two l 2 -regularized CRC classifiers [26] separately for skeleton joint positions and inertial signals. A decision fusion is then applied to the outcome of the two classifiers. A detected test action is assigned to the class that best approximates it. The entire processing pipeline is designed to be computationally efficient allowing it to run in real-time on a laptop platform with no dedicated image processing hardware. Fig. 3 displays a block diagram of the developed detection and recognition approach. These blocks are discussed in more details in the subsections that follow.
A. SEGMENTATION USING SKELETON JOINT POSITIONS
To obtain features or a feature vector from skeleton joint positions, as proposed in [27] , the Normalized Relative Orientation (NRO) of each joint, that is the relative position of each joint with respect to the joint about which it rotates, is computed. This makes the features obtained from the skeleton joints invariant to the camera position and the height of a subject. If L i and L j represent the respective 3D locations of a joint i and a joint j, the NRO of the joint i relative to its rotating joint j is computed as follows [24] :
where · denotes the Euclidean distance. For example, the NRO of the ankle joint is obtained with respect to the knee joint, the NRO of the knee joint is obtained with respect to the hip joint, and so on. 
. . t indicates the NRO features of the joints at frame t. Based on a reference NRO F r , a potential energy function at frame t is computed as follows:
Here, the first frame in the sequence is used as the reference NRO. The potential energy function is then thresholded. That is, if the potential energy function at a particular frame appears below a specified threshold value (discussed later in the parameter setting part of the results section), it is set to zero and the condition is considered to be a pause segment. Consecutive frames with zero value of potential energy are marked as pause segments while consecutive frames with positive values of potential energy are marked as action segments. An action segment appears in between pause segments. Whenever an action is identified, detection based on SVDD is activated to see whether that action is an action of interest or an action of non-interest. An example of a potential energy function exhibiting segmented actions in a continuous action stream is shown in Fig. 4 .
B. SEGMENTATION USING INERTIAL SIGNALS
To obtain segmented actions from inertial signals, the acceleration signal is utilized. Acceleration at frame t is computed as follows: where a x (t) , a y (t) , a z (t) denote the 3D accelerations at frame t. Based on a reference acceleration a(r), an acceleration difference function is obtained as follows:
Here, the acceleration at the first frame of a sequence is used as the reference. The acceleration difference function is then thresholded. Signal frames below a specified threshold value (discussed later in the parameter setting part of the results section) are identified as pause segments. Consecutive frames with non-zero acceleration difference make up an action segment. An example of an acceleration difference function for a continuous action stream is shown in Fig. 5 . Note that angular velocity difference, instead of acceleration difference, can also be used for the same purpose.
C. SVDD BASED DETECTION
Segmenting actions from a continuous action stream is followed by labeling them as actions of interest or actions of non-interest. This detection step is done based on a one-class SVDD classifier. SVDD allows finding a spherical boundary which encloses all the data of interest. Training an SVDD classifier involves finding the center and the radius of the spherical boundary. During testing, if a sample falls inside the boundary, it is regarded as data of interest. Based on a training set X comprising N samples, X = x k |x k ∈ R D , k = 1, . . . , N , as discussed in [25] and [28] , the radius R and the center b of the spherical boundary enclosing all the samples are obtained by solving the following minimization problem:
subject to the constraints
and
where ξ k is a variable penalizing outliers, γ is a parameter controlling a trade-off between volume and misclassification error, and φ represents a nonlinear transformation to a higher dimensional kernel space. In [29] , the solution of this minimization problem is provided using the Lagrange multiplier method.
For testing an unknown sample y ∈ R D , the distance of this sample from the center of the spherical boundary is computed. If the sample lies within the boundary of the sphere, it is accepted as data of interest, otherwise it is rejected. For action detection when using skeleton joint positions, the potential energy function is divided into three equal portions. The average NROs from these three equal portions are then used as X in the above SVDD minimization problem. For the inertial signals, the statistical features of mean, variance, standard deviation and root mean square for the acceleration and angular velocity signals along all the three directions, similar to the features used in [30] , are used as X in the above SVDD minimization problem. Only those actions which are detected as actions of interest by both skeleton joint positions and inertial signals are considered further in the recognition part. This improves the detection accuracy as actions of noninterest wrongly detected as actions of interest by one of the two sensing modalities get ruled out in this manner.
D. RECOGNITION VIA CRC
Recognition based on skeleton joint positions and inertial signals is done by using two CRC classifiers. A CRC classifier is a computationally efficient classifier that has proven effective in image processing applications [31] . To keep the computational complexity low, as discussed in [26] , l 2 -regularization is considered instead of the conventional l 1 -regularization.
Let Z = [z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z N ] ∈ R d×N denote N training samples with z m ∈ R d . A CRC classifier represents a test sample w ∈ R d as a linear combination of all the training samples, that is
where α ∈ R N represents a coefficient vector corresponding to the training samples. The test sample is classified by solving the following l 2 -regularized minimization problem as discussed in [26] and [32] :
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where λ denotes a regularization parameter. The closed form solution of (9) is given by [32] 
where I denotes the identity matrix. If Z c is the set of all the training samples belonging to a class c ∈ [1, . . . , C] andα c is the corresponding coefficient vector, a reconstruction error e c (w) can be computed for each class as follows:
The test sample w is then assigned to the class having the least reconstruction error. For recognition based on skeleton joint positions, the potential energy function is divided into N S equal size temporal portions. The average NROs from these portions are used as Z in the CRC classification.
For recognition based on inertial signals, the acceleration and angular velocity signals are divided into N I equal size temporal portions. The statistical features of mean, variance, standard deviation, and root mean square for the acceleration and angular velocity signals along all the three directions per temporal portion are used as Z in the CRC classification.
E. DECISION FUSION
To take into consideration the decision made by each CRC classifier, a decision fusion is carried out. Due to its high computational efficiency, the logarithm opinion pool (LOGP) technique is used here similar to the fusion performed in [31] and [33] . Each CRC classifier generates an error vector indicating the reconstruction error for each class. Let e S and e I represent the error vectors generated by the CRC classifiers based on the skeleton joint positions and inertial signals, respectively. Let β ∈ [1, . . . , C] represent the class label. As described in [32] , the individual posterior probabilities p S (β|w) and p I (β|w) of the two classifiers for a test sample w can be obtained based on a Gaussian mass function as follows:
These posterior probabilities with the errors normalized to one are used in the LOGP technique to set up this probability [30] 
where α S and α I denote weights associated with the two classifiers. Here, these weights are considered to be the same, that is α S = α I = 1 2 . The class label assigned to a test sample is considered to be the one which has the maximum probability P (β|w), that is
Note that the probabilities obtained in (12) and (13) are normalized by their sum over all the classes before they are used.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section presents the experimental results of the developed detection and classification modules on the continuous smart TV gesture dataset described earlier when using the two sensing modalities of depth camera and inertial sensor simultaneously. Note that fusion of these two differing sensing modalities is done both in the detection and the recognition or classification part. The next section provides procedures or guidelines for selecting the parameters used in the developed approach.
A. PARAMETER SETTING
As mentioned earlier, during segmentation, the potential energy and acceleration difference functions are thresholded.
Proper values of these thresholds can be determined by collecting a validation continuous action stream for each subject. The maximum potential energy value and the maximum acceleration difference value of the pause segments from the validation stream can be used to serve as the threshold to separate pause and action segments. In our experimentations, the threshold obtained in the above manner for the potential energy were found to be in the range [0. 25, 3] and those for the acceleration difference were found to be in the range [0.15, 0.5].
As noted earlier, SVDD is used to define a spherical boundary enclosing the actions of interest performed by a specific subject. The samples which fall within this boundary are labeled as actions of interest, while the ones falling outside this boundary are rejected or considered to be actions of non-interest. To determine the center and the radius of the spherical boundary, a transformation of the sample points to a higher dimensional space is performed using a Gaussian kernel. The standard deviation parameter σ of the Gaussian kernel determines the smoothness of the boundary obtained by SVDD [28] . The value of σ is chosen per specific subject such that all the actions of interest in a continuous validation stream are detected and all the actions of non-interest are rejected. For the skeleton data, σ = 3 for subject 9 and σ = 5 for all the other subjects were found to separate actions of interest and actions of non-interest. For the inertial data, σ = 1e6 for subjects 1, 4 and 5, σ = 1e5 for subjects 2, 6, 7, 10 and 11 and σ = 1e4 for subjects 3, 8, 9 and 12 were found to separate actions of interest and actions of non-interest.
The values of N S and N I in the recognition part were determined as follows. For each subject, a sweep of values was examined for both the potential energy function and acceleration difference function. Appropriate values were obtained via a five-fold cross-validation over the training set. For each value of N S and N I , the training data for each subject was randomly divided into training and validation sets in a 4:1 ratio and the recognition rate was obtained. This was repeated 100 times for each value of N S and N I . Then, the N S and N I values providing the highest recognition rate per subject were chosen. The average of the recognition rates over 100 trials across different values of N S and N I for one of the subjects is shown in Fig. 6 . Another parameter is the regularization parameter λ of the CRC classifiers. The value of λ was chosen based on a fivefold cross validation over the training set per specific subject. Different values of λ were used in the CRC classifiers and the one generating the highest recognition rate was chosen. Fig. 7 shows the recognition rates obtained for different values of λ for one of the subjects. The selected values of N S , N I and λ for the skeleton (λ s ) and inertial (λ I ) modalities per subject are indicated in Table 1 . B. DETECTION OUTCOME As described earlier, detection of actions of interest from a continuous action stream is carried out based on two SVDD classifiers, one operating on skeleton joint positions and the other on inertial signals. The actions detected as actions of interest by both the SVDD classifiers are considered to be the fusion outcome of the detection part. Table 2 reports the number of correctly detected actions of interest, referred to as true detections and the number of falsely detected actions of non-interest, referred to as false detections, for each subject by the SVDD classifiers corresponding to the skeleton joint positions and the inertial signals individually. Note that per subject there were a total of 25 actions of interest in the 5 continuous action streams. The fusion outcomes of the detection part are also reported in this table which incorporates rejecting those actions that are detected by only one of the two classifiers. As can be observed from this table, the fusion in the detection part led to rejecting all the wrongly detected actions of non-interest. In other words, there was no action of non-interest that was labeled as an action of interest when using both of the sensing modalities.
C. CONTINUOUS ACTION RECOGNITION OUTCOME
In the recognition part, classification is performed on those actions of interest that are detected by both of the SVDD classifiers. The ground truth actions were identified by visual segmentation from the continuous action streams. Actions of interest correctly classified were marked as true positives. Actions of non-interest wrongly detected as actions of interest as well as misclassified actions of interest were marked as false positives. Actions of interest which were not detected VOLUME 6, 2018 and the ones which were not correctly classified were marked as false negatives. The overall performance of the approach is evaluated here based on the widely used measures of precision, recall, and F1 score [34] - [36] . Precision measures the fraction of true positives over all detections. Let #TP represent the number of true positives, #FP the number of false positives and #FN the number of false negatives, then precision P is defined as:
The recall measure R reflects the fraction of true positives detected among actions of interest and is defined as:
Considering the 25 actions of interest in the continuous action streams, the term #TP + #FN for each subject was 25. The measure F1 score is the harmonic average of precision and recall, that is
Per subject, the precision, recall and F1 scores were obtained using the skeleton joint positions and the inertial signals separately or individually, and by using the fusion of the two sensing modalities. These measures are reported in Table 3 for the subjects examined. A noticeable improvement can be seen in this table due to the fusion of the two sensing modalities compared to the situations when using a single or an individual sensing modality. Table 4 reports the overall precision, recall and F1 scores computed over all the subjects. As evident from this table, an overall improvement of more than 10% was gained in the F1 score when using the fusion of the two sensing modalities.
The recognition confusion matrices for the classification based on only the skeleton joint positions, only the inertial signals, and the fusion of the two are shown in Tables 5, 6 and 7, respectively. In these tables, WH denotes the gesture 'Waving a Hand', FL denotes the gesture 'Flip to Left', FR denotes the gesture 'Flip to Right', CCR denotes the gesture 'Counterclockwise Rotation' and CR denotes the gesture 'Clockwise Rotation'. Note that the reported confusion matrices correspond to the recognition after rejecting the actions that were not detected by both the sensing modalities, while the reported precision, recall and F1 scores correspond to the performance of the entire approach consisting of both the detection and recognition parts.
Noting that existing datasets which provide simultaneous data from depth and inertial sensors contain actions that are already segmented, it was not possible to apply the developed detection and recognition approach to them. In order to provide a comparison, the recognition part of the developed approach was applied to the UTD-MHAD dataset [23] , which is a multimodal dataset consisting of 27 actions performed by 8 subjects. The data from odd subjects were used for training and the data from even subjects were used for testing. Table 8 shows the comparison of the accuracies with two other computationally efficient approaches. As seen from this table, a higher accuracy is achieved when using the developed approach.
D. PROCESSING TIME
It is important to note that the developed action recognition system detects and recognizes actions of interest in an on-the-fly or real-time manner. The detection module is executed whenever the segmentation of an action gets done across a continuous action stream. The recognition module is executed whenever an action is detected as an action of interest. All these operations are carried out online as data samples are received in real-time from the depth camera and the inertial sensor. The implementation coding was done in MATLAB. The average processing time of the major components in these modules are listed in Table 9 . These processing times are for a laptop equipped with 2.6GHz processor with 16GB RAM without using any dedicated image processing hardware. As noted in the table, the total processing time of the major components is only about 6.7ms which meets the real-time frame processing rate of the depth camera at 30ms per frame. A video clip of the approach running in real-time can be viewed at this link: http://www.utdallas.edu/∼kehtar/RTContinuousAction.avi.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a computationally efficient action or gesture detection and recognition approach has been introduced which is capable of dealing with continuous action streams consisting of actions of interest occurring continuously and randomly among arbitrary actions of non-interest. Two differing sensing modalities of a depth camera and a wearable inertial sensor are used simultaneously to enable a robust performance via fusion of the skeleton joints and inertial data for both detection and recognition. The developed approach has been applied to the actions of the smart TV application in a subject-specific setting. The reported experimental results have demonstrated the effectiveness of the approach in detecting and recognizing smart TV gestures from continuous action streams. As future work, we plan to apply this approach to other applications involving a different set of actions of interest.
